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Binary algebra is an algebra with binary operations. Let (Q; ·) be a
groupoid and a ∈ Q. Denote by La (Ra ) the map of Q to Q such that
La (x) = ax (Ra (x) = xa) for all x ∈ Q.
A groupoid (Q; ·) is said to be a division (cancellation) groupoid if
La and Ra are surjective (injective) for every a ∈ Q. If the groupoid
(Q; ·) is a division (cancellation) groupoid then the operation (·) is called
division (cancellation) operation. A quasigroup is a cancellation and division groupoid. A loop is a quasigroup (Q; ·) with the unit e such that
ex = xe = x for any x ∈ Q.
A binary algebra (Q; Σ) is called division (cancellation) algebra if
(Q; A) is a division (cancellation) groupoid for any operation A ∈ Σ.
A groupoid (Q; ·) is called left quasigroup-regular or left regular, in
short, if:
ca = cb → Ra = Rb ,
where a, b, c ∈ Q. Right quasigroup-regularity of groupoids or right regularity of groupoids, in short, are defined dually. A groupoid is quasigroupregular or just regular, in short, if it is both left and right regular. A binary algebra (Q; Σ) is called quasigroup-regular or just regular, in short,
if the groupoid (Q; A) is regular for any operation A ∈ Σ (in contrast
to semigroup-regularity (i.e regularity in the semigroup theory) and ringregularity.
The groupoid (Q; ·) is called homotopic to the groupoid (Q; ◦) if there
exist three maps α, β, γ of Q to Q such that γ(x · y) = αx ◦ βy for all
x, y ∈ Q. The homotopy of the form T = (α, β, idQ ) (where idQ is
the identity map of Q) is called principal homotopy. We say that the
groupoid (Q; ·) is epitopic to the groupoid (Q; ◦) if the mappings α, β, γ
are surjections. So we have the concept of principal epitopicity as well.
The following Lemmas are general versions of the corresponding Albert
theorems for quasigroups [3, 4, 5, 6].
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Lemma 1. Every division and regular groupoid (Q; ·) is principally epitopic to a certain loop (Q; +).
Lemma 2. If the loop (Q; ◦) is principally homotopic to the group (Q; ·),
then they are isomorphic. Hence, if the group (Q; ◦) is principally homotopic to the group (Q; ·), then they are isomorphic.
Functional equations are the equations in which the unknown (or unknowns) are functions. In this talk we give solutions of: associative,
medial, paramedial, transitive and Kolmogoroff equations [1, 2] in algebras with division and regular operations, i.e. we give solutions of various
classical equations in algebras with division and regular operations, which
frequently appear in algebra (even in classical algebra) and its applications.
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